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Introduction

• 20 years of language databases
• Looking towards the future
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Here at the SMG, we have been producing language databases for 20 years.

We started making public the data which supported our research at a time where this cutting edge.

Today, the practices around open data and good data management have evolved a lot, and gotten quite technical.

The goal of this talk is to clarify these and delineate simple steps we should take in data management.



This talk

1. Data principles
2. What we can do when creating data
3. What we can do when publishing data
4. Conclusion
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Here is the structure of this talk:

 - First, I'll try to clarify a few important terms,
 - Then, I'll discuss steps we can take when creating data,
 - Then I'll address steps to take at publication,
 - In the conclusion, I'll take time to reflect on some next steps for SMG.



Principles and goals
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Principles

Open Source
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- You might have heard about FAIR data, CARE data, Open data or open source.
 - Digital management plans in grants have made these ubiquitous, and you know they are expected by funding agencies.
 - Let's take a minute to go through each.



Principles

Open Data 1958
Available
Editable
Re-Distributable

For everyone

5 ★ 2012
★ Available on the web
★★ Structured data
★★★ Open format
★★★★ Has URIs
★★★★★ Linked data

For everyone

FAIR 2016
Findable
Accessible
Inter-operable
Reusable

For machines

CARE 2012
Collective benefit
Authority to control
Responsibility
Ethics
For Indigenous communities
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- Open data is data on which there is very little restrictions: anyone can access and download it for free, edit it, change it, and re-distribute it, for any purposes (even commercial !).
 - This is extremely permissive, and does correspond to the idea that science should be shared freely and be improved upon.
 - Of course, there are sometimes limitations which could restrict us from publishing open data: I invite you to talk about these during the discussion.
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The five stars of Open Data are five steps towards open **linked** data.

 - Data is available online. This is the step that SMG did much before anyone else. A custom website or a downloadable pdf match this level. Eg: the Nuer Lexicon. Surrey syncretism DB: examples as pdf of tables. Lexical splits: download of png images for paradigm tables.
 - downloadable as a structured document. Putting online an excel spreadsheet or an access database counts here. eg: the CD-roms iso for Archi.
 - the format of the files which are downloaded must be open: no more excel or access, one would need to download a calc spreadsheet, a csv table, an xml file, that anyone can open without paid software. eg: the csv downloads in the lexical splits DB or the Oto-Mg DB.
 - Four stars: your data has identifiers, such as DOIs (these are called URIs) for the data points. This lets other people create data which refers to parts of your data. eg: We could have DOIs for each video & transscripts of the Siberian DB.
 - Five stars: your data uses URIs from other resources to refer to things like: entries in other databases, languages, locations, etc. This is crucial because the value of data multiplies ! eg: In Lexical splits, give the language names as glottocodes & ISO. 
 Steps: avaialble => fully integrated in a web of data
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 FAIR data has been very prominent recently. It is meant as a set of principles to make data usable automatically. With the rise of computational approaches accross sciences, this is very important:

 - Findable (search engines, archival sites): have a DOI, have metadata, be indexed.
 - Accessible: eg. can be downloaded from the internet.
 - Interoperable: Standards, linked data.
 - Reusable: License, metadata 
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 CARE data is a more people-oriented set of principles, which emerged in response to FAIR. It is great to be usable by machines, but we must of course keep people at the center.

 - The CARE principles ensure in particular that Indigenous communities benefit from data about them, keep autority to control it. 
 - It requires that researcher publishing such data be responsible for its impact on the people described, and respect ethical principles.
 There is no short checklist of things to do for your data to be CARE, but I think this is something where SMG has been doing well. The rest of the presentation will focus on areas where we need to improve. 



Benefits for us

• Publish high quality data

• Make it as useful as possible

• Minimize the cost of maintenance
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Why would we want to do that ?


- First, we just want to stay at the cutting edge, and produce high quality data. The value of data is multiplied when it is linked, and as you'll see, having good metadata will let us minimize human errors and publish high quality data.
 - Second, this will make our data as useful as possible: people will find it, use it for quanlitative and quantitative work, combine it with other datasets, use it even in decades. Science is incremental, but that only works if each brick is solid.
 - Finally, we can simply avoid reinventing the wheel, and having time after time the same problems which already have solutions. This will minimize the cost of maintenance, which is important if we keep producing more and more databases. 
 



Creating data
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Creating data

• Metadata FAIR

• Standards Inter-operable Reusable

• Linked data ★★★★★ Interoperable Reusable

• Validation Quality
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 While creating data, there are four keys to improving our data practices: ... 



Metadata are information

• About a dataset
• Authors, Contributors
• title
• Citation
• Grants which funded it
• How is it related to other datasets
• Sources
• Date of publication

• About its structure
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Metadata are information about your data. It is important to make metadata machine-readable.
 
 - The most familiar type of metadata are the things you need to input in forms when submitting to archival and referrencing sites such as ELAR or the Surrey Open Data Repository: <list> - This can be very precise: for authors, you might want to give first and last name, but also an ORCID, for grants, the identifiers, for sources, references to full bibliographic entries. 



Metadata are information

• About a dataset
• About its structure

• What conventions were used?
• How were missing data written?
• What is each table for?
• What is the content in each column?
Should the content be numbers, text,
iso codes, references to documents,
etc.
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A perhaps less familiar type of metadata describes the exact structure of the data: <list>



Metadata: example
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Let's take for example the Surrey Lexical Splits Database.
 - On the landing page, you can click on an "about" section, which does provide quite a bit of general metadata about the dataset:



Metadata: example
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You get some information about how to cite, who is the author, etc, but this is not machine-readable. A machine readable version could look like this: 



Metadata: example
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- This is a JSON file, with nested attribute-value pairs formally expressed in a way that computers can read.
 - If you have this kind of things, then information about your DB can be harvested automatically, for example by the organism which gave you a grant, by search engines, etc.



Metadata: example
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Now let's look at the second type of metadata. The splits DB has a downloadable csv, which is great.
But what do the columns mean ? You have to guess. While we, humans are good at this, computers are not.



Metadata: example

row IDs References to row IDs
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Here are things we could write formally:
 
 - Two columns contain numbers separated by commas. These numbers are actually references to the row identifiers: they link rows together. This can be declared formally so that it is possible to check that we never have numbers that do not correspond to row IDs.




Metadata: example

One of ”Verb” or ”Noun”
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- In the "Word Class" column, one only finds "Verb" or "Noun". Well, we could declare that these are the two only valid values, so that we can spot any mistakes through *validation*
 - Note that in some other DB (eg. Syncretism) we write "verb" with no capitals. You'll see in further slides that there are ways that we can avoid having the same things referred to in different ways, and increase the interoperability of our DBs.



What are metadata for

• Giving context to machines (and humans !)

• Ensure unambiguous interpretation

• Finding data

• Filtering data

• Manipulating & transforming data

• Validating data
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How to add metadata

• Usually as a separate file
• machine readable format: json, xml,
yaml

• Usually generated (forms or scripts)
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- Metadata are usually provided as separate files in machine readable formats. Mostly, these files express nested attribute/value pairs, with some more complex things mixed in (like in HPSG !).
 - If you don't know these, no problem: metadata files are usually not written by hand. Instead you fill in a form, or write some software to do it for you -- or hire an engineer to do so. 



Standards

• For data points
• The metric system
• Leipzig glossing rules
• ISO 639 languages
• ISO 3166 countries

• For datasets
• Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)
• CLDF
• Various standards for corpora

• For the metadata
• Frictionless
• Dublin Core
• CMDI
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- Standards are technical specifications for writing and exchanging data. 
 - Standards ensure we organize, format and normalize comparable things in the same way, and that we use the same terminology.
 - 3 levels at which we need standards: <list>



What is linked data

◀ https://linguistic-lod.org/

• Give resolvable URIs (identifiers) to
data points

• Use URIs to link your data to other
data

• Now the data is part of a network
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https://linguistic-lod.org/
- Example 1: your database mentions a language, another resource will provide detailed information about where it is spoken, its endangerement status, or link to other resources about it. 
 - Example 2: Two SMG databases discuss different aspects of morphology, but have many languages & lexemes in common: they can refer to each other.
 - Example 3: You publish a corpus. By giving words or sentences URIs, people who make derived resources can link precisely to the source. 



What is linked data for

• Standardizing terms by linking to catalogs

• Inter-operability

• Re-usability
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- Standardize & semantics: You write sometimes "verb" and sometimes "V" and sometimes "Verb" across resources. A better option would be to link to the URI for the corresponding concept in the GOLD ontology or some other catalog of terms. This provides semantics.
 - Inter-operable: Merge two datasets using the same vocabularies, for a larger meta-analysis. This is crucial for typology.
 - Re-usability: because things are more consistent and semantically defined (something you have delegated!).



How to create linked data

• Provide URIs for your data points

• Find relevant vocabularies for expressing terms

• Find related entries in other databases

• Use URI Links instead of just terms

• Declare it in the metadata
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What is validation

• Problems of manual inputs
• Validating the structure (syntax)
• Validating linked data
• Validating content and types
• Testing
• How?

• Use online validators
• Hire an engineer
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- A problem we all face when creating data is that small inconsistencies are ineluctable. It is impossible to be perfectly consistent all of the time, and small typos, variations in how we write things, will creep up. This is especially true for long projects, where the way of writing things might have changed a few times since we wrote the first entries.
 - Validation is the solution to this.
 - Once you have rich metadata, it can be used to check your data, by verifying automatically that the things it states are true. < list on slide > 
 - Going one step further, one can write tests, that is, software which makes more complex verifications. - How ? 



Publishing data
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Publishing data

• Documentation Reusable

• DOIs Findable Accessible ★★★★

• License Open Reusable

• Download in structured, open formats ★★★ Inter-operable Reusable

• Archiving Findable
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Now we turn to things you can do when it is time to publish your data.
 
 - Of course, documenting your analytic choices is useful, and having DOIs is necessary to be findable and accessible. I'll focus more on areas where we can improve:
 - First, there is no "open data" without a license,
 - Second, we need to offer full data downloads,
 - Finally, we need to archive data in other ways than through showcase sites.



Licenses

Define how data can be accessed, shared, distributed

GPL-v3
Share-alike
State changes
Attribution

For software

CC BY-SA 4.0
SA: Share-alike
BY: Attribution

For data

License pickers:
• https://choosealicense.com/
• https://creativecommons.org/choose/
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https://choosealicense.com/
https://creativecommons.org/choose/
- Licenses define how data can be accessed, shared, distributed.
 - Many licenses are not "open" licenses.
 - Open licenses ensure anyone can access, use, modify, and share your data, even for commercial purposes.
 - However, there are some restrictions which are possible.
 - Here are two very prominent open licenses, one for software and one for data: <list>
 - If you're not sure what license you need... 



Downloads

• Why?
• Websites are show-cases, but not archives
• Quantitative work requires downloads
• To aggregate, modify, etc

• How
• Full data (not just a query)
• With license & metadata
• In open formats
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- Open formats: this means as close to raw text as you can. Can you open it in a text editor ? 
 - For doc: markdown or text
 - For tables: csv
 - For complex, nested structures or graphs: XML
 - Look at TEI => dictionnaries ! 



Archives
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- Websites tend to stop being accessible at some point
 - For long term preservation, and so the work is not lost, we need archiving.
 - One archives all of the downloadable data: data file(s), metadata, license, doc in text format.
 - Using simple and open formats is important here for future proofing
 - There are several sites for this. Here at the SMG we should use the Open Research Repository from the uni. It will give us a DOI.
 - Moreover, I like using zenodo, which has a very good system of metadata, which can be queried automatically, and ensures very long term preservation (no risk of losing access when university changes their portal). 



Data check list

1. Linked data
□ Has a DOI
□ Defines URIs (if relevant)
□ Uses linked identifiers

2. Standards
□ For data points
□ For the download files
□ For the metadata

3. Validation
□ For the data format
□ For the content

4. Metadata
□ about the dataset
□ about its format & content
□ license
□ plain text doc

5. Downloads
□ entirely, with metadata
□ In a structured format
□ In an open format
□ From an archival site
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Conclusion

• Good data practices intersect

• Following these benefits everyone

• Going further:
• Updating data (versioning systems, continuous validation)
• Tracking citations
• Summaries across DB
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- I hope you noticed during this talk that good data practices intersect: using linked data goes a long way towards standardization of data points, using standard formats makes it easy to provide downloads, machine readable metadata let you validate the data, etc.
 - Doing these things benefits us: we can produce higher data quality, have confidence that little mistakes didn't slip through, our data will be easier to find, and used and cited more widely, and we have no risk of losing it.
 - Of course, future proofing, inter-operability, making the context explicit, those are all things that will benefit science in general.
 - There are more things I didn't talk about that would deserve conversations: how can we make sure datasets are not locked at publication and can be edited ? Why and how could linguists benefit from using versioning systems ? How can we manage citations to our DB so that we can know how useful they have been ? At the level of SMG, I think we could also dynamically create summaries across DBs, for example by querying all of our DBs to present a list or map of the languages and areas studied. 
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